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In an old cannon foundry in 
south London, the world’s 
biggest magazine collection is 
growing every day – and it’s now 
set to become “the Spotify of 
magazines”. We went for a nosy in 
the stacks at the Hyman Archive

PRINT 
IS NOT 
DEAD
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“Every 
magazine tells 
you something 
about the time 
and the culture 
in which it was 
published”
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James Hyman talks fast, 
like the former DJ he 
is. His default mode is 
enthused: about fake 
cigarette adverts in 
satirical magazine Mad 
in the late 1960s; about 
’70s issues of Man, Myth 

& Magic, a surprisingly cerebral magazine 
of the supernatural. He even gets excited 
by a hyper-saturated advert for Tesco 
supermarket food in a 1971 edition of 
Family Circle magazine. “Just look what 
people in Britain were eating in the ’70s!” 
he says. “Horrifi c. But weirdly fascinating.”   

I meet Hyman and his team on the 
second fl oor of an old, red-brick cannon 
foundry in Woolwich, south-east London, 
where he is surrounded by his life’s work: 
150,000 magazines, crammed tightly into 
narrow rows of shelves more than 2m 
high. It’s like the Hogwarts Library 
of 20th-Century Pop Culture. And the 
world’s largest magazine collection is still 
growing every day. 

Yesterday, Hyman received a package of 
Newsweek and Time magazines, personally 
donated to him, which cover the entire 
period of the Watergate scandal in the  
early 1970s. This morning, he opened a box 
from another benefactor to fi nd an entire 
run of Cigar Afi cionado magazine. »
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“These magazines are important historical documents,” 
says Hyman, sitting in a battered chair at the end of one row, 
with electric heaters protecting him from the icy February air 
(it’s even colder in here than outside). “Every magazine tells 
you something about the time and the culture in which it was 
published. Look at an old issue of Athletics Weekly, and you 
might learn something about the history of trainer design, or the 
time when Bruce Jenner was an athlete.” 

Many of the magazines on the shelves are pop-cultural 
touchstones in their own right. There’s the May 1990 issue of 
cult mag The Face, which features a 15-year-old Kate Moss on 
her first magazine cover; the special issue of Newsweek after 
John Lennon’s death in 1980; or the 1985 issue of National 
Geographic, with its Steve McCurry cover portrait of Sharbat 
Gula, the 12-year-old Afghan refugee with the famously 
hypnotic gaze.  

Now, Hyman and his team – creative lead Tory Turk and editor 
Alexia Marmara – are waiting for a licence to create a digital 
magazine archive, available to subscribers, which Hyman hopes 
will become “the Spotify of magazines”, with royalties going to the 
people who did the work. »    

WE ASK MAGCULTURE’S JEREMY 
LESLIE: WHY IS PRINT BOOMING? 
“The golden age of magazines is right now,” 
says Jeremy Leslie, the veteran art director and 
founder of MagCulture, an infl uential website 
and shop dedicated to independent magazines. 
“It’s like all bets are off, and there’s been an 
explosion of very creative niche titles. At the 
same time, in response to world events, the 
more established news weeklies like Private 
Eye, The Economist and The New Yorker are 
having the time of their lives. [Satirical weekly] 
Private Eye sold more copies last year than at 
any time in its 55-year history.”

Leslie has worked across the magazine 
industry, from 1980s pop-culture magazine 
BLITZ to a stint as creative director at content 
marketing fi rm John Brown Media. He launched 
the MagCulture blog in 2006, followed by the 
eponymous Clerkenwell shop in 2015. 

He says that, while more magazines are 
being launched now than ever, “it’s a bit like 
starting a rock band. Many of them will fail, 
but more and more are succeeding, and for 
the right reasons: because they’re beautifully 
designed, well-written and intelligently 
critical. And they’re constantly responding 
to world events, whether that means Brexit 
or the #metoo movement. It’s a really exciting 
time.” magculture.com

“The digital 
magazine 
archive will be 
a whole new 
way to fi nd 
information”

Opening pages⁄
James Hyman with the 
archive’s Alexia Marmara 
(centre) and creative 
lead Tory Turk 
 
Previous pages⁄
”Rock ’n’ roll bi-weekly” 
Circus profi les Dolly 
Parton in January 1978, 
alongside exclusive images 
of Steve Martin; and Oasis’ 
comeback NME cover, 
July 2005
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He shows me a prototype of the software on his laptop. A search 
for “Kate Moss” is rewarded with hundreds of covers, spreads and 
adverts, each with reams of searchable metadata. “You can search 
every shoot she did in London, say, or every blue-coloured shoot, 
or everything she did with hair stylist Sam McKnight,” Hyman 
says. “It will be a whole new way to fi nd information.”  

The digitisation of the Hyman Archive will take it full circle 
from the analogue days in which it was born. In the late 1980s, 
while a media student in London, Hyman took a summer job 
at MTV, where he graduated to writing scripts and becoming a 
producer/director. He’d later become a DJ at British radio station 
XFM, specialising in dance-music culture, as well as a voice-over 
artist and music-video producer. 

“Back then, magazines were the internet,” he says. “If you 
wanted to unearth a gem about Bob Dylan or Duran Duran, 
you had to read their interviews in Rolling Stone. If you were 
interviewing Moby, you wanted to ask about the dodgy experience 
he’d had at a rave, which you’d read in the NME.” He also 
discovered the now-shuttered Vintage Magazine Company in 
Soho, which had a basement full of back issues of The Face and 
i-D, two game-changing magazines of the 1980s. “It fuelled the 
collector’s bug,” he says. “I was hooked.” 

By 2010, he had more than 100,000 magazines, more than 
40,000 CDs and a child on the way. “There were towers of  
magazines, CDs and books in the house,” he recalls. »

WRITER RUTH JAMIESON CONSIDERS: 
WHAT’S NEW IN MAGAZINES?
“Magazines have always been a snapshot 
of the time they’re made in,” says Ruth 
Jamieson, the author of Print Is Dead, Long 
Live Print, a gorgeous overview of more than 
50 independent magazines across the world. 
She has worked as a journalist at pop-culture 
magazines like Sleazenation and The Face, 
and says that Just Seventeen magazine 
“taught me about being a feminist”.

“Right now, there’s a trend for magazines 
that are less about escapism and more 
about critiquing the world,” she says. “I’m 
thinking of magazines like Migrant Journal and 
Real Review, and even Rouleur, the cycling 
magazine, which does hard-hitting stories like 
a recent feature about Syrian refugee cyclists.

“There are also more independent 
magazines with women at the helm, and 
more from different cultures – like gal-dem, 
for women of colour, or Nang, a magazine 
published in Korea focused on Asian cinema.”

More generally, she says there are 
fundamental reasons that print is thriving. 
“You can’t hold a web page, or collect it,” she 
says. “And putting something on paper gives 
it a certain weight and authority. Ultimately, 
people still love, and want to own, magazines.”
ruthjamieson.com

“It’s a really 
exciting time 
for independent 
magazines, 
and it’s just as 
important to 
document right 
now as the past”
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“It was all getting a bit overwhelming, and I was constantly 
moving stuff  into storage.” 

A friend introduced him to Turk, whose master’s degree in 
fashion curation had taught her the basics of archiving. She was 
intrigued, and – in a pivotal moment – off ered to help. The pair 
spent a year sorting through the collection, which they initially 
stored in an old meat factory in Islington, north London. 

By 2012, the collection was recognised by Guinness as the 
biggest in the world, even though it was barely a third of its 
current size, and in 2015 the team moved the whole lot to the 
current site. Today, it’s a very niche library – borrowing a 
magazine for three days costs a whopping £50 (US$70) – used 
mostly by serious producers or curators. Magazines from the 
archive have starred in everything from Beatles documentaries 
to the California: Designing Freedom exhibition at London’s 
Design Museum. 

Hyman is keen to stress that the collection is ongoing. 
“I’m just as excited by new mags like [indie fi lm magazine] 
Little White Lies or [slow news title] Delayed Gratifi cation,” 
he says. “It’s a really exciting time for independent magazines, 
and it’s just as important to document right now as it is to 
document the past.”

There are historic gems aplenty, like a complete set of the 
British Journal of Photography which began in 1854, although it 
didn’t include any photographs until around 1890; or the fi rst » 

This page⁄
James Hyman’s (above) 
collection includes this 
1971 edition of Family 
Circle magazine, with a 
garish ad for Tesco and the 
chance to send off for a 
Habitat catalogue
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issue of British high-society magazine Tatler, from 1901, which 
features the Duchess of Sutherland on the cover and an advert 
on page two for the Claridge’s hotel restaurant (“The last word in 
modern restaurants”). 

Even as the archive grows and morphs, it’s still deeply personal 
to its founder. Hyman enthuses over 2600 magazine, a still-
extant quarterly magazine for hackers set up in the early ’80s. It 
is named after the 2600 hertz tone that allowed users to access 
the operator mode of telephones, which could be produced using 
the plastic whistles given out with Cap’n Crunch breakfast cereal. 
Hyman proudly shows me the infamous 1984 issue that gave 
readers the direct telephone numbers of Ronald Reagan and his 
White House team.

While the authorities haven’t always looked quite so fondly on 
2600’s founder Emmanuel Goldstein (whose name references 
Orwell’s 1984), for Hyman he symbolises the creativity, ingenuity 
and humanity of magazines. 

“Ultimately, magazines are as diverse and weird as people are,” 
he says. “They are things that someone crafted in order to express 
something, and there’s a magic to that which you don’t often 
get with all the noise on the internet. You couldn’t get robots to 
produce The New Yorker, which is just one of many reasons that 
magazines will always be loved. They’ll never, ever die.”
hymanarchive.com
Norwegian fl ies to London from more than 40 destinations. 
Book fl ights, a hotel and a rental car at Norwegian.com

“Magazines are 
as diverse and 
weird as people 
are; there’s a 
magic to them 
you don’t often 
get on the 
internet”
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